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Best-of-breed API platform for digital wealth management - niiio is
working together with NDGIT
Görlitz / Munich, 29 March 2017
Smart plug-and-play banking or a complete redesign of digital asset consulting? The partnership
between the two industry pioneers has created an innovative business model: an interface shop
for banks and fintechs, enabling them to access all functions related to asset management and
financial investments as API technologies. This makes it possible to develop new applications more
quickly and efficiently. The first customers include a provider of digital infrastructures for asset
managers, as well as an asset account swapping service provider.
Complex data interfaces (APIs) make it possible to transfer, read, format or convert account
information, asset data and transactions, and key data for securities. In this way, API platforms
enable the implementation of digital solutions in short cycles at maximum efficiency. Benefit for
customers: Flagship functions from the fintech market can be used as the starting point for the
development of creative solutions. Financial service providers are enabled as drivers of digital
innovations.
Johann Horch, Chairman of the Board of niiio finance group AG, says “This is the foundation of
a successful partnership. Together, niiio and NDGIT are following a strategy of creating added
value for digital banks and fintechs. The portfolios of both companies complement one another
perfectly.
We provide premium asset data, asset account analyses or key data for securities, while NDGIT
provides the technical API platform. “The first joint customer projects have already started
successfully.
"NDGIT has always relied on professional and innovative providers", says NDGIT CEO and CoFounder Oliver Dlugosch. "I am pleased that we have found a partner in niiio with whose APIs we can
now offer the entire range of digital wealth management as a service." From asset account
aggregation to robo-advisors, financial service providers can now develop their applications faster,
improve their functionality, and run them more efficiently. “We provide an API platform with the
complete range of digital banking and insurance functions”, says Dlugosch.

About niiio finance group AG (WKN: 694610 - ISIN: DE0006946106 - ticker symbol: niii)
Digital services for the digital future of banking – that is niiio finance group AG’s speciality. In addition to the roboadvisor, these services include a community platform and API banking tools, as well as tailored consulting and
development services and operating models. The Görlitz-based software publisher sees itself as a solution partner for
banks and financial service providers. Its high-quality, plug-and-play solutions are user-friendly and customisable; they
help to sink costs dramatically and to realise the benefits arising from competition.
Deutsche Software Engineering & Research GmbH (DSER) operates as the main shareholder of the corporate group. It was
joined by niiio finance group in 2016, making a powerful team. Its goal is to provide a comprehensive fintech ecosystem
that leads banks, consultants and private investors together into a digital future. DSER has been successfully providing
solutions for the portfolio management market for over ten years. With its sophisticated core product (munio), over 70
active customers currently move 40 billion euros and manage a portfolio volume of around two million accounts.
About NDGIT:
NDGIT GmbH stands for Next Digital Banking and it provides the first API platform for banking and insurance. It connects
banks and fintechs with digital ecosystems. Its technology enables banks to open up to digital customers with open banking
APIs and PSD2 solutions. The Next Banking API marketplace makes special functions from fintechs easy to use, adapt and
integrate in applications. The platform makes it easier to use, monitor and manage internal and external APIs centrally. In
this way, the NDGIT fintech platform forms the technological basis for new applications and IT landscapes in banking and
insurance.
Find out more:
- Website of niiio finance group AG:
- Website of NEXT DIGITAL BANKING GmbH:
- Website of DSER GmbH:
- Product portal of the munio portfolio management
system:
- Website of niiio it-services GmbH:
- Product description for niiio robo-advisor:
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